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An introduction to the history of AI: genealogies of power in the management age

Like the polar bear beleaguered by global warming, artificial intelligence (AI) serves as the charismatic megafauna of an entangled set of local and global histories of science, technology and economics. This Themes issue develops a new perspective on AI that moves beyond conventional origin myths – AI was invented at Dartmouth in the summer of 1956, or by Alan Turing in 1950 – and reframes contemporary critique by establishing plural genealogies that situate AI within deeper histories and broader geographies. ChatGPT and art produced by AI are described as generative but are better understood as forms of pastiche based upon the use of existing infrastructures, often in ways that reflect stereotypes. The power of these tools is predicated on the fact that the Internet was first imagined and framed as a ‘commons’ when actually it has created a stockpile for centralized control over (or the extraction and exploitation of) recursive, iterative and creative work. As with most computer technologies, the ‘freedom’ and ‘flexibility’ that these tools promise also depends on a loss of agency, control and freedom for many, in this case the artists, writers and researchers who have made their work accessible in this way. Thus, rather than fixate on the latest promissory technology or focus on a relatively small set of elite academic pursuits born out of a marriage between logic, statistics and modern digital computing, we explore AI as a diffuse set of technologies and systems of epistemic and political power that participate in broader historical trajectories than are traditionally offered, expanding the scope of what ‘history of AI’ is a history of.

‘AI’ is everywhere and nowhere, and so is its history. On one hand, despite a growing body of critique, it is only recently that historians have begun to devote sustained scholarly attention to the subject. This issue maps and consolidates new and ongoing research in this area, and brings academic historical perspectives to bear on other disciplinary approaches to the study and critique of AI, and vice versa. On the other hand, centering on AI as a specific set of technical systems with its developers and varied uses risks obscuring the fact that artificial intelligence participates in and concretizes many broader
logics and histories – of industrialization, militarism, colonialism, social science, capitalism and, of course, management – all subject to long-standing historical investigation. In this sense, histories of AI have been written, even if they are as yet unrecognized in their pertinence and multiplicity.

What is presented here, then, is perhaps less a history, as that might be traditionally understood, than a genealogy, in the Foucauldian sense. Less a search for origins than a multiple tracing of interconnected, interlayered events and phenomena, informed by the recognition that there is “something altogether different” behind things: not a timeless and essential secret, but the secret that they have no essence or that their essence was fabricated in a piecemeal fashion from alien forms.¹ Foucault asserts that what genealogy finds ‘at the beginning of things is not the inviolable identity of their origins; it is the dis-sension of other things. It is disparity.’²

The genealogy of AI presented here pays attention to this disparity. Contributors from around the globe consider the ‘vicissitudes of history’, from the palimpsest of ‘details and accidents that accompany every beginning’ to ‘the subtle, singular, and subindividual marks that might possibly intersect’ on the palimpsestuous history of AI that forms ‘a network that is difficult to unravel’.³ Throughout this work, our guiding question is not ‘what are the origins of this thing called AI?’ but rather, ‘what are the histories within which it makes sense to bracket a host of political, technical and epistemic systems under this umbrella?’

To answer this question requires the skills of historians, but also of other scholars from across the humanities – the heterogeneity of the subject matter requires a corresponding pluralism of method. Like the seminar which informs it, this issue constitutes, then, a work of synchronic interdisciplinarity in which multiple disciplines bring their different methods to bear on a common object.⁴ In ‘from work to text’, Roland Barthes presents a productive definition of this form of interdisciplinarity when he observes that ‘what is new ... comes not necessarily from the internal recasting of each of these disciplines, but rather from their encounter in relation to an object which traditionally is the province of none of them’.⁵ AI is just such an object. It references a range of technologies gathered loosely under a single banner because they, collectively, (re)produce behaviour presumed to be ‘intelligent’. It also references a list of other things: a sociotechnical phenomenon, an invitation for speculative rhetoric, a manufacturing philosophy, a claim to the limits of consciousness and an extension of managerial authority. To encompass such diverse sources and endeavours, our contributors draw on a range of methodologies and disciplinary perspectives. In doing so, they provide critical and comparative research on the historical character of AI technologies, including their entanglements in systems of politics, profit, power and control.

Recurring themes in the histories of AI

The articles in this issue all, more or less explicitly, address, interrogate and evolve four thematic threads that animated the work of the HoAI Seminar: hidden labour, encoded behaviour, disingenuous rhetoric and cognitive injustice.⁶ The intersection of time periods, geographical locales and these themes enables a rich and novel picture of recurrences.
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² Foucault, op. cit. (1), p. 142.
⁶ For an account of the themes from the original HoAI Seminar proposal (2019), see www.ai.hps.cam.ac.uk/about-0/themes.
in AI’s histories. Addressing diverse aspects of artificial intelligence as ‘applied epistemology’ (a synonym of ‘AI’ for John McCarthy, who coined the term), these themes manifest both in its formation and in its propagation, as well as in recent critiques of AI. These critiques reveal the social and power relations materialized within AI systems, and reconfigured by its use.

Hidden labour aims to shed light on the unacknowledged human work required to make AI-powered systems practical (such as data creation, data labelling, data structuring, content moderation, mineral mining and infrastructure maintenance). The introduction of automated systems tends not to replace human labour but rather to require or enact the reconfiguration and redistribution of work, authority and responsibility within broader political economies. The second and third themes, encoded behaviour and disingenuous rhetoric, direct attention to the ways in which users, citizens and commercial audiences have engaged with AI systems in unanticipated ways. As critics have long argued, there is a distinction between how those systems have been imagined, described, taught, advertised or sold (as well as the manner in which they are defended after a crisis or failure) and their actual uses and effects. ‘AI’ systems, via reinforcement learning, have disciplined and continue to discipline and/or frame the behaviour of those who encounter them, a process that occurs in tension with the open, transparent connectivity that such technologies are said to offer.


8 For articulation of computers as sites where social relations are materialized and are therefore easier to explore and understand historically, see Janet Abbate and Stephanie Dick (eds.), Abstracts and Embodiments: New Histories of Computing and Society, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2022.


At the same time, the history of imaginative thinking around AI, in fact and fiction, influences how AI is produced, perceived and regulated, and the rhetorical framing of ‘AI’, past and present, by scientists, technologists, governments, corporations, activists and the media, performatively creates and shapes the very phenomenon purportedly under analysis. The final theme, cognitive injustice, points to epistemic and ontological injustices that are entangled with AI in its prehistory and its development, examining the ways in which the definitions and protocols of ‘intelligence’ that it deploys appear to narrow and delimit knowledge, particularly for marginalized groups. This is pervasive throughout the operations of AI and its histories.

**Historiographies of AI and management**

The articles in this issue situate AI not only within the customary histories of computing and information, but also within histories of management and control, including those born of industry, statecraft and coloniality. With a frequency that we had not anticipated given the breadth of periods and locales they explore, our contributors emphasize the centrality of managerial techniques and concerns – over and against logical and technological features. Their writing analyses that metonymic status to reveal how contemporary discourse about AI mistakes it as an emancipatory upshot of the ‘Information Age’ (from the 1950s to today) rather than as an extension of, and euphemism for, what we call the ‘Management Age’ (from the 1500s to today).

The verb ‘manage’ was introduced in the mid-sixteenth century to describe actions that ‘control or direct by administrative ability’. By our account, the Management Age conditions the Information Age. To show this, the articles gathered here largely situate
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AI, as a flagship of the Information Age, within longer histories of population management, biometrics, racial capitalism and mass media. We investigate efforts to digitize social practices alongside efforts to organize bodies, naturalize state and corporate power, and valorize archival and actuarial epistemes. The essays in the issue show the intersections of digital decision tools with notions of scientific and political authority in the US from Truman and Eisenhower to George H.W. Bush; in Soviet Russia from Stalin to Gorbachev; from nineteenth-century Argentina to the present day; and across comparable periods in India, Australia and Brazil. The result is a multi-decade, multinational, interdisciplinary picture of the history of AI that is contingent upon and responsive to local conditions, yet also operates – across time and place – as a means to consolidate power.

Early histories of AI were offered by reflective practitioners sharing their informed perspectives on the intellectual history of their field and by anthropologists, sociologists and critical practitioners who questioned the coherence and consequences of AI’s dominant methods and claims. Many focused on the small (yet assertive) elite Western academic communities engaged in technical research on what would eventually be called AI and robotics. The work of Lucy Suchman, Diana Forsythe, Harry Collins and other early social studies of AI aimed in part to articulate the theories of ‘knowledge’, ‘reasoning’ and ‘intelligence’ taking shape as technologists sought to reproduce these in the machine. They recognized that, in one sense, anthropologists, historians of science and AI researchers were interested in doing the same thing: each offered definitions, accounts, theories and models of ‘intelligence’ and ‘knowledge’. But Collins, Forsythe and others highlighted just how different were the theories of ‘intelligence’ taking shape (almost in parallel) within AI and within the social studies of science. The former sought to reduce intelligence to a formalism, or to the product of formal and data-driven processing. The latter insisted that knowledge is unavoidable social and embodied, requiring experiences and capacities that computers would always lack. This evolving debate spilled into the public arena in 1994 as Forsythe and James Fleck traded barbs in the Social Studies of
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Science over whether anthropology or knowledge engineering was more inclined to positivism.\(^\text{17}\)

On the one hand, social and computational theories of intelligence could not be more different, as these early histories reveal. Social historians and historical epistemologists have a unique and essential skill set for making genealogical sense of AI and the social and technical logics materialized within it because they have a robust set of alternative theories of ‘intelligence’ to work with. But on the other hand, historians do not occupy a privileged position and in fact share contexts and culture with AI. They often reach for concepts that are also central to AI – such as ‘network’ and ‘systems’ used to characterize the social character of knowledge. Speaking in Fordist terms of ‘knowledge production’, ‘knowledge consumption’ and ‘knowledge circulation’ highlights that our own fields have drawn from many of the same conceptual and cultural resources as AI when framing intelligence in industrial, bureauocratic and cybernetic ways. Given these overlaps, it is also not inconceivable that AI research makes use of our conceptual and cultural resources in the years ahead.

With this in mind, we consider the history of AI and social studies of science as related projects, and seek to open lines of inquiry into the mutual concerns, historical entanglements and shared paradigms that have informed competing Western accounts of ‘intelligence’ in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, including those most familiar to the readership of BJHS Themes. In order to do so, we believe that robust histories of AI ought to be contextualized and historicized beyond Western frameworks. In Human–Machine Reconfigurations, Suchman argues that precisely what it means to be human is both revealed and reconfigured everywhere machines are said to mimic human behaviour, revealing that AI and robotics raise questions about the character not only of knowledge and intelligence, but of humanness itself. The history of AI, accordingly, partakes in histories of colonial power which always centred on hegemonic control over the definition of what is ‘human’ and what cognitive capacities reveal one’s humanness.\(^\text{18}\)

Recently, several scholarly studies have traced the broader socio-technical-colonial contexts within which AI emerged and which it served to mobilize, both during and after the field’s formal inception and naming in Cold War-era American defence establishment research.\(^\text{19}\) Histories of related information technologies have revealed how powerful actors such as the British Civil Service, the US military, defence contractors like Palantir and Axon and corporations like Google Inc. have leveraged such tools to accomplish hidden economic, ideological and political aims.\(^\text{20}\)


In providing novel historical explorations of AI, this issue likewise casts new light on the period in which it emerged: the Cold War. AI is clearly a product of the Cold War. But which Cold War? Decades of sustained historiography have delineated the multiple conflicts, scales and logics across the second half of the twentieth century. Some are well studied: the Cold War of the bomb, of scientific diplomacy, of McCarthyism, of large-scale computing, of the arms race and the space race pitting the US against the USSR, and of the Cold War university. Recent work on the history of social science paints another picture, less reductive than earlier studies. This literature helps us to recognize how research in AI, like cybernetics, brought together multiple registers of Cold War epistemology, politics and practice, and developed as much within Cold War social science as within computing or cognitive science. At first glance, post-war social science asserted aspirational characteristics similar to those of early AI: neutral objectivity, universal applicability, overconfidence in scientific maturity and faith in systematized rationalization through professionalization. Both areas received substantial funding from the US defence establishment in the post-war period, often through nominally independent subsidiaries of federal agencies like RAND. Situating AI in this manifold requires us to account for its kaleidoscopic touchpoints with various disciplinary practices and patronage networks, from statistical and computer-engineering techniques to funding aims for operations research. Some of these touchpoints originated in the Cold War; others did not.

These historiographical nuances speak to the surprising continuities that emerge from a sustained historical treatment of what has been called, at various junctures since the 1950s, ‘AI’. Early symbolic manipulation (1950s–1970s), expert-systems databases (1960s–1980s), and the now dominant approaches of data-driven machine learning (1940s–) have, on the face of it, very little in common. The first modelled human reasoning as heuristic symbolic information processors. The second encoded human knowledge as databases of ‘if–then’ rules. The third trains algorithms, especially artificial neural networks today, to compute patterns and correlations in order to make forecasts...
Looking past these purported differences shows that shared logics – especially managerial, military, industrial and computational – cut across them, often in ways that reinforce oppressive racial and gender hierarchies.29 This Themes issue engages distinctively Cold War elements of this story (Mendon-Plasek, Babintseva, Schirvar, Kirtchik, Powell), but also proposes continuities with intellectual structures and research practices that pre-date or traverse that period (Sahoo, Penn, Hamid, Moreschi), or explores quite different contexts (Stark; Lysen; Law; Taylor; Hagerty, Aranda and Jemio). The refinement of formal abstraction in AI intersected with efforts at social control across scales. Historians of automata, automation, axiomatization and biometrics have implied as much on disciplinary, professional, national and international scales.30


Structure of the issue

The structure of this Themes issue provides a basis for our consideration of several key, if unexpected, genealogies in the development of AI. Section 1, ‘Origins? Intelligence, capture, discovery’, considers general historical, historiographic and epistemological perspectives. Section 2, ‘Creativity, economy, and human–machine distinctiveness’, analyses researchers developing machine learning and AI technologies within the US, the UK and the Soviet Union from the 1950s to the 1980s. Section 3, ‘Seeing through computer vision, historically’, examines diverse elements of the means by which AI techniques have been incorporated in visual work from post-war radiography to large-scale visual data sets. Section 4, ‘The social implications of machine intelligence’ in the biometric state’ highlights the ways surprisingly long-term state, corporate and academic entanglements have shaped both early practitioners’ concerns with the social implications of AI and current bureaucratic programmes implementing AI in citizen identification and health policy in India and Argentina.

Section 1: Origins? Intelligence, capture, discovery

The articles in Section 1 explore central, often unspoken, paradigms, knowledge forms and justificatory frameworks within AI, and emphasize in particular the ways in which AI participates in the extractive and racist legacies of colonialism, race science and capitalism. A growing body of scholarship reveals that AI is predicated on the reproduction of colonial supply chains, systems of extraction and structures of power. For example, rare-earth minerals like coltan, often mined in abhorrent conditions in places like the Democratic Republic of the Congo, power the microelectronics that allow for the vast extraction and centralization of data in the hands of corporate, state and military actors, largely in the global North and West, who in turn use that data to develop AI systems that increase their profits and consolidate their power.31 Others have explored how AI reproduces epistemic forms of colonialism. For example, Chun and Barnett have shown how the ‘homophilic’ logic that ‘like belongs with like’ – which was central to eugenics and other race sciences and, with them, social order – is also central to the data-driven systems of classification and ‘prediction’ that constitute AI today.32 Still others have explored how imperial states enrol contemporary AI systems in order to preserve and maintain their power – for example, Theodora Dryer’s recent work articulating how AI supports settler control of natural resources.33 The articles in this section take up the underlying logics of AI and its entanglements with colonial ways of knowing and engaging with the world, but from previously unexplored vantages. Historian of science Jonnie Penn proposes a parallel between AI’s orientation to the mind and settler colonial orientations to the land; critical media scholar Luke Stark explores the forms of inference at work in machine learning and connects them to histories of phrenology and other forms of race science; and abolitionist Sarah T. Hamid identifies logics of capture and erasure of violence that are at work both in AI and in the histories that seek to ground its critique.


32 Chun and Barnett, op. cit. (7).

33 Dryer, op. cit. (19).
In ‘Animo nullius’, Penn advances a new concept to parallel the settler colonial notion of *terra nullius* – land that was said to belong to no one. Colonizers developed legal frameworks based on Western theories of private property, ‘civilization’ and statehood that allowed them to claim that the lands they colonized belonged to no one because they were not being cultivated and claimed according to Western logics.34 Penn suggests that, similarly, AI sets up ‘intelligence’, or more generally ‘the mind’ (and some of its products), as unclaimed territory, spaces to be owned and structured according to the prescriptions of Western formalization – ignoring, erasing and discrediting the many cultures of knowledge and wisdom that are already there. Penn sets out first to explore how scientific appeal to neurophysiology has been mobilized by early and contemporary proponents of AI and obscures the latter’s entanglement with capitalist bureaucracy. Second, he makes the case for thinking about the genealogy of AI by drawing analogies with historical colonialism and contemporary discourse about data colonialism. Following Jon Agar’s suggestion to read the histories of information technologies and modern state formation together, Penn offers *animo nullius* for ‘no persons’ mind’, as a ‘heuristic’ to draw attention to seizure (and, in the context of capitalism, forms of enclosure) as elements vital to the economic logic of AI. Penn suggests transcending the constructed dichotomy between symbolic and connectionist approaches to AI in favour of focusing on what they have in common, namely mathematical formalization as a way of ‘claiming’ cognition for computing. Penn connects this history to the onset of private cloud infrastructure and the corporate capture of big data; crucially, he maintains that tech conglomerates ‘indulged AI’s sociotechnical imaginary to veil acts of seizure as acts of novel transformation or discovery’.

In ‘Artificial intelligence and the conjectural sciences’, Stark draws attention to the role of correlation as against causation (associated with modelling and theory) in the mobilization of abductive logic within AI – more specifically, machine learning. Building on prior work in the history and philosophy of statistics, including his own recent co-authored exploration of physiognomic AI, he explores how contemporary machine learning generates ‘automated conjectures’ based on concepts associated with the discredited conjectural pseudosciences of physiognomy and phrenology, central to nineteenth-century race science and eugenics.35 Stark explores this phenomenon through the lens of Italian historian Carlo Ginzburg’s idea of ‘empirical science’, defined in terms of regularity and repeatability (rather than contingency), which he suggests is more properly understood in terms of a move from inductive or statistical to deductive inference based on probability rather than universal law. Stark’s overarching concern is to thwart the perpetuation and extension of societal injustice by ‘restricting the use of automated conjecture’. Commenting on the divinatory affordances of machine learning, Stark maintains that it ‘performs a double dance: abductive claims become deductive ones, and a contingent narrative about the past becomes a necessary one about the future’, thereby pointing to what others have referred to as the colonization of futures in the automated ‘prediction’ of the future.

In ‘History as capture’, Hamid interrogates the presumption that history can – and should – be mobilized as a means to critique what she refers to as ‘the cultural hegemony’ of computing. Hamid turns critiques of AI and its logics back onto historical scholarship itself, highlighting entanglements between AI and the many fields that now claim to
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critique it or to hold it to account. Most centrally, she proposes that both AI and traditional history of computing treat violence and oppression as non-normative, exceptional and peripheral rather than constitutive and pervasive. Hamid identifies logics and practices of ‘capture’ at work in the history of computing that closely parallel those increasingly identified in AI: senses of ‘history’ and ‘development’ at work in the International Congress of Mathematics; recent historiographies of computing (and mathematics, science and technology) offered by so-called ‘guild historians’; and hegemonic discourses that academic historians establish and maintain for disciplines such as mathematics and AI, even while critiquing them. Rather than abandon history, she invites the reader to do it ‘differently’, attending to histories that have been ‘displaced and banalized’ via something akin to a weaponization of critical reflexivity. In this connection she points to ‘a line of continuity through carceral geographies: the Middle Passage, the plantation, the reservation, the prison, the housing project, the refugee camp, the detention centre, the border, and so on.’ Hamid proposes that these are not sites where Western ideas and technologies were poorly applied or badly wielded – they are the sites in which central technologies and concepts were conceived to solve problems and maintain control precisely there.

Taken together, these three articles expand the sense in which we understand AI’s entanglement with the logics of colonialism and race science. Each explores Western forms of knowledge and power as they are manifested in AI’s core organizing logics and frameworks. Together they reveal how coloniality structures and delimits our relationships with knowledge, as well as with land and people. Such logics aim not to be seen, but rather to be taken for granted as perfectly natural, inevitable and unchangeable. This opening section works against that obfuscatory project to articulate epistemic facets of colonial violence as they structure AI and its histories.

Section 2: Creativity, economy, and human–machine distinctiveness

A central facet of the longer history of AI is a recurring insistence on its very impossibility. In the middle of the nineteenth century, while reflecting upon Charles Babbage’s proposed analytical engine, Ada Lovelace denied that machinery could originate anything new. In decades of reflection on the limits of machines versus human beings, Harry Collins came to focus on the resolutely social qualities of key facets of human reasoning. ‘The Western technical intelligentsia’, the Marxist philosopher Evald Ilyenkov wrote, is ‘entangled in the problem of “man–machine” because they don’t know how to formulate it properly; that is, as a social problem, as a problem of the relationship between man and man, mediated by the material body of civilization, including the modern machine technology of production’. To see machines as intelligent was to forget the fundamental lessons of nothing less than commodity fetishism itself: to mistake technological developments for their underlying social foundation.

Rather than assuming any teleologies about the trajectories of human and machine intelligence, in their respective essays historians of science Ekaterina Babinsteva, Aaron Mendon-Plasek and Sam Schirvar, and historian and sociologist Olessia Kirtchik, each underscore how generative it has been to seek the divide between what machines and


human can do, and what they can each do best, in both the USSR and the West. Thinking about machine intelligence in their cases involves thinking about the powers and limits of human intelligence, and not necessarily supplanting it. Creativity figured prominently as a philosophical, a pedagogical and, fundamentally, an economic concern. In accentuating the centrality of dramatic technological transformations to develop and upend economies and labour markets, leaders and researchers in the US and the USSR alike sought to understand creativity and to produce practices and tools to enhance and support it, and to reflect upon how transformations in creativity would have deep impacts for the nature of future labourers. However much historians of technology rightly urge the rejection of histories of technological development focused upon innovation, beliefs about the political and economic necessity for innovation loosened the resources to undertake long-term research programmes on humans and machines. While decidedly grounded in military and economic support, the results do not simply map onto a Cold War logic; they reveal diverse possible Cold War programmes investigating and studying human creativity.

Bringing together the history of Xerox with the accounts of machines under dialectical materialism highlights the historical contingency of what gets classified as AI and what does not. What was deemed AI in the Soviet Union in the 1970s came to be branded primarily as 'human–computer interaction' in the United States, with dramatically different disciplinary developments – and historiographies and critical commentary. In his famous manifesto ‘Man–computer symbiosis’, the US psychologist J.C.R. Licklider sharply contrasted technologies for human–machine collaboration with fully machinic intelligence that he was certain would come.38 As the articles here show, the partition was different in the USSR, and could be again.

In the Soviet context, dialectical materialism precluded strong claims that machines might achieve human intelligence. Far from limiting researchers, this approach amplified programmes to seek coordination between humans and machines, or, more often, between hierarchies of humans and hierarchies of machines. While much of the research of the first few decades of AI work focused heavily upon efforts to formalize aspects of reasoning and human action, other researchers centred on just those facets least amenable to formalization. Kirtchik and Babintseva reveal the diverse ways in which Soviet researchers developed research agendas presuming that human reasoning was not fully formalizable. Fundamental questions of control in a socialist economy rested on a superior account of human and machine capacities – and limits.

Tracing the roots of Lev Landa’s algo-heuristic theory (AHT), Babintseva’s article, ‘Rules of creative thinking’, explores how and why the Soviet Union came heavily to support research on human creativity in the late 1960s. The workforce of the future would be less about physical work in factories than about creative work using automatic control and digital technologies. A revitalized Soviet cybernetics sought to replace qualitative pedagogical approaches to stimulating creativity with a powerful quantitative approach to psychology. Finding famous American projects to automate theorem proving to have empirically and theoretically inadequate accounts of the mind at work, Veniamin Pushkin studied problem solving in action by documenting, for example, the eye movements of chess players. Babintseva explains that Pushkin found that ‘Simon and Newell’s neat decision trees had little to do with the actual messiness of human cognition’. Improving automation – and improving the humans involved with automation – required grasping how machine capacities differed from human minds.

In ‘The Soviet scientific programme on AI’, Kirtchik charts how Soviet scientists and engineers came to view machines as ‘tools to think with’ rather than ‘thinking machines’. Focusing on the former general and researcher Dmitry Pospelov, Kirtchik shows how the term ‘AI’ was redefined, from the 1970s onward, to refer to ‘a control system dealing with complex and weakly formalised domains and problems, not with deterministic and numerical methods, and simulating the way humans think and operate’. The distinctive conception of AI that Pospelov skilfully delineated enabled an entire research ecosystem to emerge. Rather than assess problems of optimization or statistical induction, this version of AI sought to provide more qualitatively robust forms of planning and control. Kirtchik argues that in this era Soviet AI ‘lies precisely at the blurred boundary where cybernetic control of machines becomes management of human societies’.

While much of this Soviet effort remained largely theoretical, the empirical study of the texture of control and management was at the heart of the Applied Information-Processing Psychology Project (AIP) at the Xerox Corporation. In ‘Machinery for managers’, Schirvar tracks the dramatic shifts in the assumptions about the humans involved in human–computer interaction: gendered assumptions about labour, creativity and skill. Early advocates for improved human–computer practices like Licklider and Douglas Englebart envisioned their ideal users as knowledge workers like themselves, autonomous, creative, buried in paperwork – and almost exclusively male. Working within the commercial imperative of Xerox, researchers deployed their psychological methods to understand the so-called ‘naive’ user – the secretary, gendered female, involved in routine yet skilled tasks, above all in typing. And yet the coming – and successful marketing – of the personal computer by the early 1980s displayed the default user to be a neutered, but implicitly male, manager and thinker. In these empirical studies, researchers underscored the distinctiveness of human behaviour while using computing machines, ultimately justifying the founding of a distinctive discipline of human–computer interaction.

In his ‘Irreducible worlds of inexhaustible meaning’, Mendon-Plasek offers three case studies of researchers in the early 1950s who envisioned learning by machines as ‘the capacity to respond appropriately to unexpected or contradictory new data by generating interpretations that might complement, surprise or challenge human interpretations’. These advocates insisted not on the objectivity of computerized approaches but rather on their subjectivity and creativity, notably when confronted with complex empirical data. Precisely because a computer could create new categories in learning, they were simultaneously important to computing and philosophy. Rather than merely reproducing current scientific and social classifications, these forms of learning seemed to offer the possibility of radically reworking existing ways of dividing up the world. Machines might act and see otherwise than their human creators. In his approach, Mendon-Plasek seeks to understand how machine learning’s emphasis on subjectivity can serve as a kind of social relation generator.

These four grounded histories dramatically reshape traditional accounts of the development of AI through their expansion of the actors considered, the salience of questions of philosophy and labour throughout, and their fundamental resistance to easy political, ethical and technological teleologies. All four articles suggest how intelligence and its ramifications might be envisioned and institutionalized in diverse ways.

**Section 3: Seeing through computer vision, historically**

Although with the release of ChatGPT, Google Bard and other generative AI chatbots textual manipulation has recently overshadowed visual exemplifications of AI capabilities, over the previous decade many of the most powerful and most problematic
exemplifications of AI have come in pattern recognition and machine-learning systems that link visual recognition with purportedly cognitive abilities. At border controls travelers with epassports are checked against facial-recognition systems; self-driving cars rely on continuously assessing and updating their models of the environment; visual capabilities enable drones to deliver surveillance, firepower and medical goods; and Microsoft PowerPoint offers design suggestions as you incorporate different media in a slide presentation. As Anthony McCoSker and Roman Wilken note in their sociological study *Automating Vision*, the 2018 demonstration of the Chinese government’s capacity to link citizen information with facial-recognition systems and prosecute people jaywalking at a crowded intersection can stand as a defining image of this manifestation of AI. Yet the questions raised never concern solely how computers process visual information; they also require a careful understanding of how and for whom they do visual work. That the government and people of China have integrated these technologies in a form of ‘social contract’ speaks to the ambivalences of automatic vision, which McCoSker and Wilken regard as amounting, in the present surveillance society, to a new age of ‘camera consciousness’. Without in any way diminishing recognition of the scale and significance of present image work, the articles in this section instead underline important developmental continuities across time, as expressed both in the self-understanding of AI researchers and in the databases on which publicly facing image technologies have been trained.

Complementing and extending Orit Halpern’s investigation of the nexus between reason and vision in cybernetics and urban planning, as well as Jacob Gaboury’s study of computer graphics, and recent concerns with facial recognition, these articles collectively go several steps toward providing an unusually comprehensive and probing investigation of significant features in the development and uses of ‘computer vision’, from the 1950s to the present. Although their centres of gravity vary, each contributes significant insight into the relations between research communities and the public and commercial environments in which computer-aided vision has been developed, in very different contexts.

In ‘Errors and fallibility in radiology’, historian of science and media Flora Lysen draws on the concerns of science and technology studies and historical epistemology to study the medical detection of lung disease from the 1950s onwards, showing that current arguments for AI systems deploy similar strategies to much earlier work integrating computerized records into image reading. Similarly, historian Harry Law’s tightly focused account of critical work in optical character recognition in the 1990s shows researchers deploying new versions of brain metaphors with roots in AI research in the 1950s and 1960s, a point that strongly reinforces Penn’s *animo nullius* heuristic. Simon Michael Taylor, a scholar of biometrics, governance and digital technologies, and Bruno Moreschi, academic researcher, artist and filmmaker, focus instead on the broadly based systems in which animal bodies or photographic images have been incorporated.
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into AI technologies. In ‘Species ex machina’, Taylor shows that real-time estimates of cattle meat and fat proportions in use today draw on heterogeneous sources shaped strongly by product surveillance regimes responding to mad cow disease from the 1980s. Moreschi’s article, ‘Five experimentations in computer vision’, demonstrates how the large visual databases currently being used to train AI systems to recognize elements of everyday life are problematically marked by the limitations of current Western populations – even as they are labelled by precarious labourers working in the global South as well as in the US.

While rigorous efforts to manage error emerge as a major issue in Lysen’s study of radiology and Law’s account of refinements in machine capabilities in reading numerals, the capacious looseness of categorical work and the absence of critical scrutiny mark equally Taylor’s study of cattle crushes and the ready transposition of techniques across animal and human environments, as well as Moreschi’s experimental work examining how database image labels are applied and might be developed more responsibly. Collectively, these authors remind us that training AI to ‘see’ relies on hidden human labour in its production (likely this is without exception), but often also on blinding human vision in its implementation (or, at least, on promoting conceptual myopias). Yet their detailed studies show that examining expert communities and the subjects of their work can offer ways of understanding and reworking the implicit power structures deployed in computer vision systems and parsing some of the more or less subtle senses in which they involve redefining what it means to ‘see’.

Lysen’s account of radiographers’ work to improve diagnostic success in reading X-ray photographs in the 1950s shows that this exposed a troublingly high error rate, and differences even between the same observers. Their focus on the fallibility of human judgement, Lysen shows, prepared the ground for the development of computer programs to collate collective experience as well as work to formalize judgement procedures and render them accessible to statistical measure and improvement. It is an extremely important point that proposals for computerized decision making and vision have often relied on an argument for the fallibility of human judgement. Histories of AI, therefore, ‘are also histories of imaginaries of human (in)competences’; but, as Lysen shows here, these technologies have aided, without in any way escaping, the necessity of human judgement in the expert community of radiographers. Radiographers have periodically renewed engagement with these difficulties of interpretation over the past seventy years and economic and sociocultural considerations have shaped both their conception and proposed solutions.

Moreschi’s account engages both work practices and the images used in large visual databases – and discloses major limitations in their comprehensiveness and the ways categories deployed in labelling have been uncritically derived from textual databases. Moreschi shows the hidden work through which images stripped of context are then reconstituted for computer systems, and demonstrates unambiguously that the product reflects the legacies of colonial power structures. For example, a subfolder’s fish images are cradled in white hands, often as trophies – our largest visual databases reflect fishing as recreation rather than the diversity of fishing work and fish throughout the world. Moreschi’s article is methodologically innovative: first, in yielding historical insight through experimentations; second, in taking the distinctive further step of drawing on artistic practices developed in 1960s resistance to South American dictatorships to show how visual databases can be curated to disclose rather than obscure the power structures of communal vision.

These articles also indicate how important tight control of their subject matter has been to commercial success in the development of AI techniques. This is true of the Bell Labs research group primarily responsible for the implementation of techniques of
back propagation, convolutional neural networks and statistical weight management that have drastically improved computational speed. It is also evident in the mix of agricultural and computer science expertise that has taken off-the-shelf video-gaming devices to yield under-the-skin surveillance and assessment of animal flesh. In ‘Bell Labs and the “neural” network, 1986–1996’, Law shows that managing what counts as a handwriting sample enabled Bell Labs researchers to present error rates in their favour, through careful curation of the training database and test procedures that they deployed to develop optical character recognition of numerals. Combined with an imaginative use of brain metaphors only loosely connected with the techniques they described, this helped depict machine reading techniques as autonomously cognitive – with the statistical weight management described as ‘optimal brain damage’ – when their relative failure to match human skill might easily have seemed as significant. Examining the more distributed research environment of industrial agriculture and showing how important it is for our studies of AI to incorporate work with animals, Taylor discloses an ambivalence in the total control asserted over animal bodies on the path to slaughterhouses that helps researchers shift AI and digital surveillance techniques easily between different fields of commercial operation. Taylor’s examples owe part of their origins to food safety regulations, and on the other hand might escape ethical scrutiny because they concern (in the present moment) non-human animals, not humans. This is just one of the many instances in which our authors’ analytic work has used historical research to heighten moral conscience as well as more conscious command of the diverse ways we use AI.

Section 4: ‘The social implications of machine intelligence’ in the biometric state

As occurs throughout this issue, the three articles that comprise its final section revisit themes of state–corporate–academic entanglement, ambivalence and/or disingenuousness over technologists’ role(s) in social engineering, and, perhaps most surprisingly, the pronounced historical continuities or conservatism (rather than liberatory rupture via technology) that ‘AI’ and statistical tools have helped to sustain across varied locales and time periods. First, in ‘The “artificial intelligentsia” and its discontents’, historian Rosamund Powell chronicles AI researchers’ efforts in the 1970s to speculate on – yet, conspicuously, do almost nothing to address – the societal impacts wrought by their craft. In ‘Biometric data’s colonial imaginaries continue in Aadhaar’s minimal data’, media studies scholar Sananda Sahoo considers the prehistory of biometrics in India, from research by Thomas Nelson Annandale and P.C. Mahalanobis in the early twentieth century to the 2010 launch of Aadhaar – the largest biometric system in the world. Lastly, in ‘Predictive puericulture in Argentina’, anthropologist Alexa Hagerty, researcher–activist Florencia Aranda and researcher–journalist Diego Jemio connect an AI-enabled ‘predictive’ platform for adolescent pregnancy deployed in Salta Argentina in the 2010s to long-standing forms of biopolitical governance in that context – another instance of the world made old, not new, by AI.

State–corporate–academic entanglements underlie these papers in different measures. Sahoo’s account probes overlaps between efforts ‘to develop statistical methods on the one hand and aid governance on the other’. Powell, similarly, calls the organizers of the 1972 Social Implications of Machine Intelligence Research conference the ‘Serbelloni group’ after the villa along Lake Como, Italy, where they convened. Passed from a Catholic archbishop to the Duke of San Gabrio, the villa was by then operated by the Rockefeller Foundation, a philanthropy at the heart of the US foreign-policy establishment that had served as a primary funder of the Dartmouth Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence two decades earlier. Powell shows that the accuracy of AI researchers’ predictions had less to do with their area of expertise than with their
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standing within the dominant military–industrial–university nexus of their time. ‘Following the 1970s’, she writes, ‘the symbolic AI approach was largely abandoned in favour of neural networks, and gradually the very harms predicted by the Serbelloni group came to pass because of new methods which they had not considered.’

One sees in these papers the initial contours of an AI history that takes stock of its evolving patrons, partners and benefactors – in this instance, the Indian state, an Argentinian province, an American parasocial philanthropy named after a nineteenth-century corporate titan, and civil society organizations with strong ties to the Catholic Church. Each entanglement is contextual and distinct, if linked by a commitment to managerialism as an ideal. The Serbelloni group aspired to map out and plan for AI’s ‘social implications’ even if they did not want to address them. Mahalanobis is well known as the progenitor of the Mahalanobis distance, a technique still popular for cluster analysis and classification. Sahoo captures how statistical imaginaries about state planning that stemmed from his 1920s work – and relied upon sampling populations – by the 2010s and 2020s had given way to a mutated state–corporate form of biometrics. This regime now imposes upon individual citizens’ access to private services like banking and telecoms, an expansion of biometric management to include industry. In Argentina, similarly, the notion of pregnancy ‘prediction’ emerged as a collaboration between the government of Salta and Microsoft in the mid-2010s, capitalizing on discourse about underpopulation that dates back to the nineteenth century.

As is true of other articles in this issue, each of the final contributions speaks to the present from the perspective of history. In Rules: A Short History of What We Live By Lorraine Daston celebrates this move: ‘One of the uses of history’, she argues, ‘especially history pursued on a longer time scale, is to unsettle present certainties and thereby enlarge our sense of the thinkable’. Each author moves historical certainties – about the morality of pregnancy, or risks of biometrics, or the self-appointed indemnity of technical genius – from black and white to grey. Powell works between the 1970s and the period since the 2010s to illustrate, for example, that the binary between AI’s champions and discontents, which Garvey has most recently brought to light, was not that clear cut, and that contemporary hopes for remedies like algorithmic auditing are, by now, half a century old. In sum, this set of accounts brings to the fore how techniques treated by some as innovative figured in longer efforts to oppose innovation. As Daston suggests, to revisit these histories is to challenge what could be new.

Conclusion

The articles of this issue aim to deepen our understanding of AI, its genealogy and its historical character: as an intellectual project, a science, an industrial art, a management tool, a promise. Historical understanding can be a powerful tool for breaking with long-taken-for granted paradigms and assumptions about language, norms and possibility. At its best, history salvages the complexities of past decisions, and decision makers, to populate one’s imagination about potential new social practices. The histories offered in this issue aim not to critique AI for the purpose of its betterment, but rather to develop a clearer picture of what and where AI is, what and where it might be, and what and where it perhaps should not be. Abolitionist frameworks and a renewed interest in the Luddites signal a growing politics of refusal in response. By asking after the empirics behind
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origin myths that treat AI as a natural marriage of logic and computing in the mid-twentieth century, these articles situate AI within longer – and more socially contingent – histories of industry, statecraft, epistemology and control.

In doing so, this issue reveals how AI figures in a long and steady expansion and naturalization of managerial power, one that extends even beyond the significant powers afforded to management and bureaucracy in the context of nineteenth-century industrialization. Managerial techniques from actuarial sciences, office culture, population sampling, livestock handling and elsewhere are often directly imported into and encoded within AI systems. As historians of computing Daniel Volmar, Thomas Haigh and Nathan Ensmenger have explored, modern digital computers reinforced and expanded the scope of that managerial power, even while reconfiguring it within the context of corporate offices, government agencies, and the American defence establishment.44

AI, in its various historical manifestations, represents a further expansion of managerial forms of control, managerial epistemologies and the philosophy of management across sites and scales. The articles gathered here create space to consider what is being managed by AI systems – whether it is populations, students’ minds, natural resources, images, livestock, stories, office work, diagnosis or discourse – and according to what techniques – from abductive reasoning and biometric surveillance to record-keeping practices and technocratic institutionalization. Together they signal the value of an expansive history of AI that allows us to appreciate how contemporary technologies concretize epistemes, ideologies and genealogies far beyond what dominant origin myths and traditional computer histories can reveal.

**Supplementary material.** The supplementary material for this article, its preface, can be found at [https://doi.org/10.1017/bjt.2023.15](https://doi.org/10.1017/bjt.2023.15)
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